Research Collaboration Opportunity

**Title**
Targeting macrophages and dendritic cells in order to enhance anti-cancer immunity

**PIs**
Dr. Ken Harder

**Therapeutic Area**
Immu-oncology

**Description**
Macrophages and dendritic cells are often recruited into growing tumors and enhance tumor growth and suppress anti-cancer immunity. We are developing therapeutics which block certain immunosuppressive pathways allowing macrophages and dendritic cells to support anti-cancer immunity rather than suppress it. These therapies have the potential to work as single agents as well as synergistically with checkpoint inhibitors.

**Research stage**
Preclinical

**Types of collaborations**
Partnership, licensing deal or equity investment

**IP Status**
Draft patent being reviewed

**Contact**
Salim Dhanji, CEO
ME Therapeutics Inc.
salim@metherapeutics.com